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Abstract
Few in Japan’s public know that approximately 29000 pieces of Korean artifacts are found housed
in Japan’s public museums.  This accounts for only 10% of all Korean artifacts in Japan including
those held in private hands.  Many of them were supposed to be taken to Japan from Korea illegally
during the colonial period.  In Korea, the issue of illegally taken artifacts is a well-known to public.
The gap in the awareness between Korea and Japan on the historical issue creates tensions between
the two countries.  The unsolved issue of restitution goes back to the flawed Korea Japan Treaty.
While it is not feasible to solve this problem from legal perspective, voluntary donations of Korean ar-
tifacts by Japanese private collectors has gradually increased as the relationship between the two
countries became improved since 1985.  The research on current status of those Korean artifacts in
Japan revealed another problem, which is many of them are still hidden and not even available for
public view. The domestic problems surrounding art collection in Japan such as lack of tax incentive
for public display and donation of artworks constitute the major factors behind Korean artifacts stay-
ing in hidden Japanese private collections.  In order to promote the public access to the Korean arti-
facts in Japanese private collections, tax reform is needed.  Also, public and private initiatives should
be created to begin joint research and scholarly exchange dedicated to increasing public awareness on
this subject, which will contribute to improve relations between Japan and Korea as well as to flower-
ing of cultural sharing in the region.
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